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Globally operating aviation consultancy reduces mobile plan costs while securing their quality service. 

 

 

 “We initially went directly to Vodafone but were surprised 

about the high costs of roaming. Billmonitor provided a 

detailed analysis and highlighted money saving solutions. It 

was an easy decision to appoint them to manage our renewal 

and to provide ongoing monitoring.”   

 

Carl Willis, IT Manager 

 

Challenges 

AMS Aircraft’s clear objectives for its contract renewal:  

 Retain Vodafone as network provider 

 Reduce tariff costs and the costs of international voice and roaming  

 Appointment of an independent agent to manage its ongoing mobile phone needs  

 Secure a substantial handset fund to finance new mobile plans  

 

Solution 
 
A cost saving tariff and bundle package and hassle-free mobile phone management.  

 

Results 

 Out of allowance REDUCTION BY 58% through improved tariff and bundle selection  

 Selection of roaming-friendly tariffs, resulting in further TARIFF SAVINGS OF 28%  

 Periodic review of the mobile account for further OPTIMISATION



AMS Aircraft Servises Ltd.   

 

AMS Aircraft Services - profile 

Global activities  

AMS Aircraft is an international aviation company providing Technical 

Management, Aircraft Acquisition and Aircraft Remarketing services to 

airlines, aircraft operators, aircraft owners, aircraft financiers, aircraft 

lessors and manufacturers. 

AMS Aircraft has developed a reputation as a leader in the field of 

aviation consulting. Its headquarters are in the United Kingdom, but it 

provides services worldwide to an international client base. AMS 

Aircraft works in the commercial transport (passenger and cargo), 

corporate jet and VIP aircraft sectors of the aviation industry. 

 

Mobile phone contract fit for international travel  

Carl Willis, IT Manager, approached Billmonitor in March 2015 as he was surprised about the firm’s very high 

roaming costs when personnel were on business in India, particularly as he had recently renewed his contract 

with Vodafone.  

His key concern with their mobile phone contract was the highly volatile roaming data and call costs. The firm’s 

engineers are periodically working in countries such as India, Russia, Middle East and the USA on short notice, 

often for extended periods of time.  

At the time, Billmonitor explained the key cost drivers and provided an innovative solution, which could have 

saved AMS Aircraft approximately 40% over the contract duration (even after taking care of termination 

charges). This would have required AMS Aircraft to terminate the Vodafone contract and switch lines to EE. 

Although AMS appreciated the solution, the team was not convinced that they would have a sufficiently good 

EE signal whilst travelling internationally.  

In October 2016, Carl approached Billmonitor with a view of using its services to renew their Vodafone contract. 

Billmonitor analysed the account and thanks to the introduction of a new Vodafone roaming tariff and bundles 

in June that year, Billmonitor was able to reduce out-of-allowance costs and tariff costs by 58% and 28% 

respectively.  AMS Aircraft also appointed Oxford Street Connection, Billmonitor’s preferred partner, as its 

official mobile phone agent. Since then Oxford Street Connection and Billmonitor have regularly updated AMS 

on its contract, suggesting additional money saving add-ons and bundles.   
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AMS Aircraft  

Established in 2001 

Employees: Less than 50 

Handsets: 6  

West Sussex 

www.amsaircraft.com  

 


